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Abstract—This paper describes software architecture of using GPRS technique to provide wireless data communication for a traffic data collection system. The development of the communication software was based on two scenarios: Centralized Database Management (CDM) and Distributed Data Management (DDM) systems. They were used effectively to improve the current “download on demand” and post event analysis working mode. A “close to the real time” data transmission was achieved. As the essential requirement of an Intelligent Traffic System (ITS), the application of the GPRS technique enabled the user to access the real time traffic data uploaded from multiple road side traffic data collection units. In this study, the authors have successfully developed and tested the communication software of a proposed CDM system and the software architecture of the DDM system was also discussed. For the DDM system, the interface and communication software were designed using Unified Modeling Language and developed as an Object-oriented system based on the .NET platform. The database part was developed using Microsoft SQL. The reliability and the performance of the DDM system were evaluated against proposed hardware configurations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the intelligent traffic systems (ITS) [1] have been considered as an effective way to combat fast growing traffic congestion in both developing and developed countries. The front end terminal of the ITS is the traffic data collection hardware which collects vehicle data from the roadside. The data communication between a traffic data collection hardware and user(s) or central database was traditionally achieved via telephone landline or Global System for Mobile communications (GMS) network [1]. However, with increase of the data collection points of the ITS, the day-to-day running cost appeared to be a major challenge, as it became very expensive to use a data transmission scheme charged according to the time connectivity.

GPRS (General Packet Radio Service) is the European telecommunications standard for data transmission used by the GSM network [2]. The advantages quoted by the literature of the GPRS scheme included but not limited to: improved utilization of radio resources, volume-based billing, higher data transfer rates, shorter access times, and simplification of the access to the packet data networks [3, 4]. These features make the GPRS technique an ideal means of transmitting collected traffic data from multiple road side units to a centralized or distributed database used by an ITS.

GPRS technique also provides an “always-on” mobile communication service and its network usage is based on the volume of transmitted data [3]. The use of GPRS technique for the traffic data collection system can provide all time connectivity and achieve “close to the real time” data transmission while the only charges incurred are when the data is transmitted [5]. This extraordinary feature effectively enables the current stand-alone traffic data collection unit (such as Hi-TAC 100 system supplied worldwide by the TDC Systems) to be connected wirelessly to a Centralized Database Management (CDM) system or a networked Distributed Data Management (DDM). In this study, the development of the communication software was based on two hardware configuration scenarios: CDM and DDM. With this concept in mind, it became very important to determine how could these resources be shared across multiple users, multiple sites or within a globally distributed traffic company having various roadside vehicle data collection hardware. Those were the key considerations when the communication software and central database were developed.

To take the advantage of the latest Microsoft programming software, VB .NET was used to develop the user interface and GPRS communication software and Microsoft SQL Server 2008 database was used for the development of the traffic database. In order to present the communication software architecture, the system hardware was introduced first based on two scenarios: 1) multiple communication in-stations collecting roadside vehicle data from multiple sites (DDM scenario here after) and 2) a central server computer receiving data from multiple roadside traffic data collect units directly and data was shared by other communication in-stations (CDM scenario here after). In discussion of this paper, the term “in-station” corresponds to the location where a server computer is, the term “site” corresponds to the location on the roadside traffic data collection unit and central database refers to a database installed on central computer sever.

II. SYSTEM HARDWARE

Figure 1 shows the hardware architecture of the system and associated software. The system hardware consists of multiple
roadside vehicle data collection units, GPRS modem, a central server computer and communication in-station computers.

Both CDM and DDM scenarios are shown in the Fig 1. The data flow of the CDM scenario is shown using dark arrows and data flow of the DDM scenario is shown using grey arrows.

III. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

A. CDM software architecture

The proposed CDM software integrated the functions of different hardware, such as data collecting, transmitting, sorting and storing into a unique database to support an ITS. It not only enabled vehicle data from multiple remote sites to be centralized to a SQL database, but also provided web based access to the central database.

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the software architecture to support the CDM system. The AsyncSocket and multithread functions were used by the communication Server. It enabled the central server computer to receive traffic data from multiple roadside units. The central database was located on the central server computer and SQL server was used to facilitate the large scale data operations of the database used by an ITS.

B. DDM software architecture

The software of supporting the DDM scenario has been designed using the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [6] to specify the requirements capture and the architecture of the system. It has been developed to execute on a Microsoft Windows .NET platform as a set of business objects that communicate with each other using the Web services technology [7].

UML is a graphical language for visualizing, specifying, constructing and documenting the artifacts of a software-intensive system [6]. In this study, it allowed to cover the conceptual issues such as business processes and system functions. Furthermore, it also provided the coverage of concrete events, such as classes written in a specific object-oriented programming environment (.NET framework), database schemas and reusable software components. DDM architecture was such that, it supported the system being suitably distributed across a network where required for data collection. The function of Web services was also be used to analyze and monitor vehicle data collected from the globally distributed multiple sites [8].

DDM was constructed from a container Multi Document Interface (MDI) shell environment using the .NET Asynchronous Socket technology for effective handling of multiple connections from multiple sites all at once and all within one process / thread. As shown in Fig3, DDM scaled very well as it allows thousands of concurrent connections i.e. only thousands of nonblocking socket objects [9] were used, and not thousands of threads / processes. When a new site made a GPRS connection to an in-station, the DDM Server (within that in-station) raised a socket event (i.e. worker socket) from the thread pool. The responsibility was transferred to the worker socket which in turn has to make sure that the data was collected, formatted, sorted and then stored in a particular user-described location. Once all or some of the vehicle data from a site (for example Site 1) was collected, an appropriate location was automatically selected by DTDC to store all the data from the Site 1. Under no circumstances, the data from one site could be mixed to or confused with the other site, as they were automatically sorted out based on a complex network data sorting algorithm implemented by the traffic data collection equipments.
To provide necessary security of accessing the collected traffic data, users of the DDM must be authenticated to access the data collection system and view the stored data within a distributed environment. When users attempted to log in into the system via DDM shell, their identification details such as username, password, sessions, etc were passed to an authentication function. This function in turn verified the access and loaded the appropriate functionality available for that particular user; from the system registry. Fig 4 is a UML based sequence diagram which shows the flow of control involved when user attempted to login into the DDM

The DDM software is developed using object oriented programming language Microsoft BV .NET. This provides the system with all the advantages of an Object-oriented environment such as inheritance, polymorphism and encapsulation of objects for system reliability and performance. It provides the following system configurations, access and error information, and main traffic data parameters:

- Remote network credentials
  Description of the remote connection such as IP address, security identifier, file types, packet data sizes, etc
- Log details
  Activity event details such as logins, file status, remote locations, etc
- Error details:
  Failure event details raised during system operation such as socket errors, file creation errors, network errors, etc
- Data size and locations
  Description of the vehicle data packets, storage locations, etc
- Server configurations and status
  Description of the server environment such as IP address, port details, distributed entity details, etc

- Control functionalities
  Loading appropriate views from the system registry based on functionalities

As it has been described earlier, the DDM supports distribution functionality through web services technology. The ultimate aim of using this technology within DDM is the portability and distribution flexibility obtained when communicating between different sets of business objects. In a distributed environment, the users can configure as many instances they need, and this may lead to multiple instances of that web service to coexist and communicate with each other over the internet using XML based SOAP messages [10].

IV. SYSTEM TEST AND EVALUATIONS

Functional and reliability test of the systems were carried out using UK Vodafone network. Table 1 shows the hardware configuration used to carry out the tests. In this study, only CDM system was test and the DDM software is still in development at the time of this paper was written.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Server PC</th>
<th>TDC unit</th>
<th>GPRS modem</th>
<th>Network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single unit test</td>
<td>Intel Due core 2.66GHz, RAM, 3GB</td>
<td>EMU® Siemens MC55</td>
<td>Vodafone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi unit test</td>
<td>Intel Due core 2.66GHz, RAM, 3GB</td>
<td>EMU® TRAC110 and, Hi-PRIS modem</td>
<td>Vodafone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To evaluate the data transmission of a single unit operation, a traffic data simulator was used to provide sensor signals of two lanes to the traffic data collection unit EMU\textsuperscript{®} (Event Monitoring Unit provided by TDC Systems Limited). The traffic data simulator was programmed to generate different amount of vehicle data and the EMU\textsuperscript{®} was configured to upload its all collected vehicle data once every 5 minutes. EMU\textsuperscript{®} was programmed using AT command set [11] to utilize GPRS scheme for vehicle data transmission using Siemens MC55 modem. The Siemens MC55 modem offered the tri-band Class B functionality [12] (i.e. GPRS and GSM, one at a time service) up to multi-slot class 10 data transfer speed (i.e. 16-24 kbps data upload and 32-48 kbps data download maximum) [5].

The Fig 5 shows the structure of the vehicle data outputted by the traffic data collection unit EMU\textsuperscript{®}.

![Figure 5 Vehicle data structure](image)

The reliability and performance assessment of the CDM was divided into two stages. In this context, reliability is defined as the ability of CDM to collect data, and carry out associated functions such as formatting, sorting and then storing it, under given conditions for a given time interval (i.e. one complete day) [13]. The ultimate aim was to avoid loosing any vehicle data packets being transmitted from various remote locations, without compromising the performance of the CDM. Performance evaluation corresponds to the delay measured from the time the data packets were collected at an in-station to the time they were processed (i.e. formatted, sorted and then stored accordingly).

### A. Stage One

In this stage, CDM was evaluated for reliability and performance under a centralized environment. This means that CDM was implemented as a complete Communication Server to receive vehicle data from multiple sites using GPRS transmission scheme. Table 2 shows that the reliability of the CDM is unquestionable as all the packets transmitted by EMU\textsuperscript{®} were collected by the CDM. The result gave one of the samples obtained from a 24 hour test, though the reliability remained consistent throughout the day.

### Table 2 Reliability test of the CDM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic Data Collection Unit (EMU\textsuperscript{®})</th>
<th>Data Packets Collected</th>
<th>Overall Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EMU\textsuperscript{®}</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The result of the system performance test is shown in the Table 3. It clearly indicates that the performance of CDM under a centralized environment was very impressive as minimum data packet processing time was observed (on average, 2 seconds processing time throughout). It should be noted that this performance test was for CDM and not for evaluating the performance of the GPRS network. The result shown is one of the samples obtained around midday (11:30am). The performance remained consistent throughout the day.

### Table 3 Performance test of the CDM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic Data Collection Unit (EMU\textsuperscript{®})</th>
<th>Data Packets Collected</th>
<th>Overall Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EMU\textsuperscript{®}</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>2 seconds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the above test result, it confirmed that the authors system developed by the authors has excellent reliability and performance.

### B. Stage Two

In this stage, the reliability and performance of the CDM system was tested under multiple connection condition. In such a case the CDM was operating to receive data from multiple traffic data collection units at different site locations using the GPRS transmission scheme. As shown in the table 1, the multiple connection tests were carried out using 2 EMU\textsuperscript{®} and 1 Hi-TRAC110 units. Each EMU\textsuperscript{®} unit was commended to a traffic data simulator and programmed to upload data every 5 minutes. As there was no more simulator available, the Hi-TRAC110 unit was configured sending nil data package (the data package only had header but no vehicle data) to the CDM every 5 minutes.

The same communication server software was used by the CDM to receive uploaded traffic data from multiple site connections. Table 4 shows the results obtained when three traffic data collection units (2 EMU\textsuperscript{®} and 1 Hi-TRAC110) were uploading traffic data using 3 different IP addresses provided by the GPRS modem connect to the units. The data obtained was averaged and shown in Table 4. It clearly shows that reliability is 100% as no data packets were lost.
The performance test of multiple unit connection is shown in the Table 5. It shows that the performance of CDM in a multi-connection condition was excellent as minimum data packet processing time was observed. Compared to the single connection, the multi-connection experienced a performance delay. This delay clearly showed the amount of time taken for CDM to invoke the web services over the network to process data accordingly.

Table 5 Performance test of multiple unit connection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Distributed Performance Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Implementation</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of remote sites</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protocol Speed</td>
<td>GPRS/GSM Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>GPRS/GSM Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Name</td>
<td>Distributed Reliability Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Duration</td>
<td>1 hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data packets transmitted (per day)</td>
<td>100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data packets received (per day)</td>
<td>100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data packets processed (per day)</td>
<td>100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data packets lost (per day)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average delay (per day)</td>
<td>10 seconds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the above evaluations, it was clear that CDM reliability was similar in both connection conditions. CDM performance under the multi-connection condition experienced a performance delay on average compared to the single connection condition.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The work presented in this paper demonstrated both CDM and DDM systems can provide the reliable and cost-effective way of collecting traffic data from remote sites, regardless of location of the sites or distribution of the traffic data collection unit. The use of the GPRS technique in such case not only reduced the running cost, but also achieved “close to real time” traffic data uploading for an ITS.

The test results confirmed the reliable performance of CDM system under both single and multiple connection conditions. A comparison between single and multiple connections of the CDM system showed that reliability was 100% in both cases, as no vehicle data packets were lost when transmitted from the traffic data collection unit to the in-stations using GPRS scheme. Performance of the single connection was understandably better than the multiple connections, as the average data packets processing time for the single connection was two seconds where three connections was five seconds. This delay was anticipated as communication server invoked over the network, to finally execute the task of processing vehicle data packets from multiple CDM components within the CDM shell. This caused the extra three seconds performance delay.

As the limitation of this study, only the CDM system with single and up to three multiple connections were evaluated. An ITS system would normally consist of hundreds of traffic data collection units. Further test with large number of connection is needed. The implementation of the distributed data management software, as well as the evaluation of the DDM system are also important step forward leading to the full commercial application of the proposed GRPS based traffic data transmission system.
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